
Weekly Trend Watch

INDIA OUTLOOK 
 
Equity indices: India indices displayed range bound activity over the week as they
paused for a breath. After a relentless upmove for the last 10 weeks, the Sensex took a
breather while closing in the negative territory. During the week under review, the
index remained volatile but bounced back from the level of around 12150, thus
creating a ‘Double Bottom’ support for itself. The index still depicts a strong picture for
the medium term, and hence continues to attract positive bias.  

Key Indices 

Index Close WoW change Short-term outlook Key support Key resistance
BSE Sensex 12373 -0.65%     Bullish 12100 12500
BSE200 1498 +0.20%    Optimistic 1440 1570
NSE Defty 2713 +0.33%    Optimistic 2660 2765
BSE PSU 5864 +0.82%    Positive 5755 5980
BSE Cap Goods 8239 +0.43%    Positive 8115 8360
 

Stock Monitor 
PIDILITE INDUSTRIES (Rs112): Bullish. Target Rs145 in 5-6 months.  

GLOBAL OUTLOOK 
Commodities: Aluminium prices remain range bound. They still hold the support level
of $2400. Zinc prices show a sideways trend, and hence it is a wait and watch situation
for now. Copper is losing momentum as prices continue to fall. Weakness prevails in
the short-term trend of Gold and Silver. Crude prices have fallen further during the
week but a pullback can be expected.      

Currencies: The Euro continues to display a sideways trend. It is still a wait & watch
situation as a breakout is expected from the band. The USD is strengthening further
against the Yen. However, a directional thrust can be expected once a closing above 119
is obtained. The INR currently shows range bound movement. However, the currency
displays strength in its short-term trend against the USD.   

Global equity indices: Trends of key indices are given below. 

Country Index Closing Key comments 
USA NASDAQ 2306 Positive  
Australia Australia All Ordinaries 5178 Bullish 
China Shanghai SE 1752 Rising 
Hong Kong Hang Seng 17906 Steady upward trend 
Japan  Nikkei 16436 Bullish 
S Korea KOSPI 1352 Positive bias 
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INDEX WATCH  
Strong momentum: The medium-term 
MACD has retained its bullish crossover. 
This indicates that the index possesses an 
intrinsic positive momentum.     

Moving average set up and double 
bottom: The moving average set up 
remains positively balanced. Also, the 
index maintains its closing above the 
medium-term average. The index now 
has strong support at 12150 as a ‘Double 
Bottom’ has been created.       

Outlook: The Sensex vacillated much 
during the concluded week and finally 
closed in the negative territory. After 10 
weeks of a relentless upmove, the index has taken a breather. During the week under 
review, the Sensex bounced back from the support level of around 12150, thus 
creating a double bottom. This level would now act as the immediate support. The 
index continues to attract positive bias for the medium term as its main trend 
remains firm.   

 
 
 

BSE SENSEX  (12373) 
Gain/Loss over the week: Down 81 
points (-0.65%) 

Outlook: Bullish  

Our tools: We have used a weekly 
candlestick chart along with the 
MACD, Stochastic Momentum 
Index and moving averages 

Support  12300 12225 12150
Resistance 12420 12500 12570
 

BSE SENSEX  
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INDEX WATCH 
Japanese candlesticks: Again, a ‘Lower 
Shadow’ has appeared but with a small 
shadow and body. This denotes 
formation of a support level.   

Momentum: We have used a medium-
term MACD to gauge the medium-term 
momentum. This indicator retains its 
positive crossover. This shows that the 
index currently possesses positive 
momentum.    

Outlook: The BSE-200 is showing 
some fatigue after a one side run. 
However, main trend remains bullish 
and further upside looks possible in the 
coming weeks.  

 

BSE200 (1498) 
Gain/Loss over the week: Up 3 
points (+0.20%) 

Outlook: Optimistic 

Our tools: We have used a weekly 
candlesticks chart along with 
momentum indicators to illustrate our 
view 

Support  1475 1460 1440 
Resistance 1525 1550 1570 
 

BSE200 
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SECTOR WATCH 
CNX Defty (2713) up 9 points (+0.33%): 
The index maintains its overall bullish picture.  
Currently, it displays some fatigue but it will 
catch up the momentum soon.   

BSE PSU (5864) up 48 points (+0.82%): 
The PSU continues to emit bullish signs for 
the medium term. Momentum indicators are 
supportive to the cause and the index is 
expected to maintain its overall uptrend in the 
coming weeks.      

BSE Bankex (6080) up 41 points (+0.68%):  
This index is moving forward by leaps and 
bounds. It has crossed its earlier top and 
depicts an absolutely bullish picture.  

BSE Teck (3004) up 5 points (+0.16%): 
This index has crossed its all time top and has 
moved into a new orbit. It maintains an 
overall bullish trend and further upside looks 
clearly possible once the index comes out of its 
current sideways movement.  

BSE Cap Goods (8239) up 36 points 
(+0.43%): This index currently displays a 
sideways movement but its overall uptrend is 
very much intact.  The index looks all set to go 
further up in the coming weeks.  

BSE Healthcare (3623) down 61 points  
(-1.65%): The BSE Healthcare index displays 
lack luster movement but maintains an overall 
positive trend. A further rise looks possible 
once the index comes out of its current repose 
mode.        

 

CNX Defty 
Supports 2685 2660  
Resistances 2740 2765 
  

BSE PSU 
Supports        5810 5755  
Resistances 5910 5980 
 

BSE Bankex 
Supports 6010 5940 
Resistances 6165 6190 
  

BSE Teck 
Supports 2975 2940 
Resistances      3035 3070  
 

BSE Cap Goods 
Supports 8170 8115 
Resistances 8290 8360 
 

BSE Healthcare 
Supports 3590 3545  
Resistances    3650 3675 
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STOCK MONITOR 
Strong chart pattern: This stock has 
been rising steadily for the past couple of 
weeks. It has gathered fast momentum 
during the concluded week, which is 
expected to continue further. A rising 
trend line is providing adequate support 
while the moving averages display a 
positive crossover.  

Momentum trending up: The medium-
term ‘Stochastic Momentum Index’ 
depicts a bullish crossover along with the 
MACD.          

Recommendation: We believe the stock 
price can rise in the coming weeks and 
cross the earlier top of Rs122. Going further, prices can touch Rs145 in 5-6 months. 

 

PIDILITE INDUSTRIES 
Weekly Price Chart 

Price: Rs112 

Outlook: Bullish over the medium / 
long term. 

Target price: Rs145                             
in 5-6 months 
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COMMODITIES 
Aluminium: The prices of Aluminium 
continue to display range bound movement. 
They are still holding the support at around 
$2400. A decisive break below the said level 
can only push the prices further down.     

Zinc: Zinc prices are again displaying a 
sideways trend. They seem to have created a 
base at around $3300 and are holding the 
same. In view of the prevailing 
indecisiveness, it is a wait and watch 
situation for now.    

 Copper: Copper prices are losing 
momentum. They are currently displaying a 
lower top formation. A decisive push below 
7100 can drive the prices towards 6800.  

Gold: Gold prices are displaying weakness 
for the short term. They have now broken 
the support level of $575. Sustained trading 
below the said level can drive prices further 
down.  

Silver: Silver prices continue to show 
weakness for the short term. Upward 
momentum can be expected only if they 
manage to stay above the level of 11.60.   

Crude oil: Crude prices continue to show 
weakness in their short-term trend. 
However, a pullback can be expected.  

Aluminium ($2475) 
Range bound 
 

Zinc  ($3385) 
Wait and watch 
 

 
 
 

Copper ($7250) 
Losing momentum  
 

Gold ($571.00) October 2006 
Futures 
Supports 555 530 
Resistances 585 605 630
 

Silver ($11.07) Dec. Futures 
Supports 10.85 10.60 10.40
Resistances 11.30 11.55 11.70
 

Crude Oil ($60.03) Nov. Futures 
Supports 59.80 59.35 58.85
Resistances 60.50 61.05 61.60
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CURRENCIES 
Dollar/Rupee: The USD continues to 
descend slowly but displays an overall range 
bound movement for the short term. 
However, the long-term trend remains firm.  

 

Euro/Dollar:  The Euro continues to stay 
in a narrow range between 1.24 and 1.29. A 
directional thrust can be expected in the 
direction of a breakout on either side.    

 

Dollar/Yen: The dollar has broken a 
descending trend line and has started 
displaying strength. Major directional 
movement can be expected once a closing 
above 119 is obtained.  

Dollar/Rupee (45.53) 
Supports 45.40 45.25 
Resistances          45.75     45.90 
 

Euro/Dollar (1.2691)  
Supports 1.2675 1.2655 
Resistances 1.2725 1.2750 
 

Dollar/Yen (117.66) 
Supports 117.20 116.70 
Resistances 118.10 118.75 
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GLOBAL EQUITIES 
NASDAQ: The Nasdaq continues to display 
strength while moving in a higher top higher 
bottom weekly formation. The index now moves 
towards its recent top of 2375.  

Australia All Ordinaries: The AAO has now 
broken out of a congestion band and is expected 
to move further northwards. Its main trend 
remains bullish. The index looks all set to move 
towards its earlier top of 5352.  

Shanghai SE Composite:  The basic structure of 
this index has turned bullish. The index has 
gathered renewed momentum and sustained 
trading above the resistance level of 1757 would 
propel it further towards 2000.  

Hang Seng: The HS has resumed on its original 
course, which is bullish. It currently moves in an 
upwardly skewed channel and maintains a steady 
upward trend. Its earlier top of 18307 now 
remains well within sight.  

Nikkei: The long-term nature of Nikkei’s trend 
remains bullish. It has now gathered momentum 
and can attain a target of 17300 in due course of 
time.  

KOSPI: The long-term trend of KOSPI retains 
its bullish nature. It currently displays a range 
bound activity. A weekly closing above 1380 can 
drive this index to further heights.  

Taiwan Weighted: The TWI is moving in a 
long-term channel and displays a steady upward 
pattern.  It has gathered momentum and further 
upmove from here looks clearly possible.  

 

NASDAQ (2306) 
Supports  2275 2250
Resistances 2330 2355
 

Australia (5178)   
Supports 5090 5025
Resistances 5250 5315
 

China (1752) 
Supports 1730 1705
Resistances 1770 1795
 

Hong Kong (17906) 
Supports 17800 17720
Resistances 18010 18115
 

Japan (16436)   
Supports 16350 16200
Resistances 16575 16660
 

Korea (1352) 
Supports 1325 1305
Resistances 1375 1400
 

Taiwan  (6997) 
Supports 6900 6810
Resistances 7080 7175
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Disclaimer 
 

This document has been prepared by S S Kantilal Ishwarlal Securities Private Limited (SSKI). SSKI and its subsidiaries and associated companies are full-service, integrated investment 
banking, investment management and brokerage group. Our research analysts and sales persons provide important input into our investment banking activities. 

This document does not constitute an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument or as an official confirmation of any transaction. 

The information contained herein is from publicly available data or other sources believed to be reliable. While we would endeavor to update the information herein on reasonable 
basis, SSKI, its subsidiaries and associated companies, their directors and employees ("SSKI and affiliates") are under no obligation to update or keep the information current. Also, 
there may be regulatory, compliance, or other reasons that may prevent SSKI and affiliates from doing so. 

We do not represent that information contained herein is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. This document is prepared for assistance only and is not 
intended to be and must not alone betaken as the basis for an investment decision. The user assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. Each recipient of this 
document should make such investigations as it deems necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation of an investment in the securities of companies referred to in this document 
(including the merits and risks involved). The investment discussed or views expressed may not be suitable for all investors.  

Affiliates of SSKI may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with and reach different conclusion from the information presented in this report.  

This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, 
where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or which would subject SSKI and affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement 
within such jurisdiction. The securities described herein may or may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain category of investors. Persons in whose possession this 
document may come are required to inform themselves of and to observe such restriction. 

Reports based on technical analysis centers on studying charts of a stock's price movement and trading volume, as opposed to focusing on a company's fundamentals and as such, may 
not match with a report on a company's fundamentals. 

SSKI & affiliates may have used the information set forth herein before publication and may have positions in, may from time to time purchase or sell or may be materially interested in 
any of the securities mentioned or related securities. SSKI may from time to time solicit from, or perform investment banking, or other services for, any company mentioned herein. 
Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall SSKI, any of its affiliates or any third party involved in, or related to, computing or compiling the information have any liability 
for any damages of any kind. Any comments or statements made herein are those of the analyst and do not necessarily reflect those of SSKI. 

This document is subject to changes without prior notice and is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed to and may contain confidential and/or privileged 
material and is not for any type of circulation. Any review, retransmission, or any other use is prohibited. 

Though disseminated to all the customers simultaneously, not all customers may receive this report at the same time. SSKI will not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their 
receiving this report. 

Explanations of Ratings: 
1. Outperformer:         More than 10% to Index  
2. Neutral:                   Within 0-10% to Index 
3. Underperformer:     Less than 10% to Index 


